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  At Wanzl, we know what people will want tomorrow. As a world market leader for 
shopping trolleys, we provide the right answers. Here at Wanzl, we are not satisfied 
when our innovative self-service products and systems simply conform to the zeitgeist. 
In terms of design and technology, they are always one step ahead.

 Today, Wanzl employs over 4,200 employees at seven production sites worldwide, 
working on new business areas and products, on unusual product designs with a 
consistently high quality and a vast production range. The aim: perfectly satisfied 
customers.

 Wanzl products are unique. Wanzl’s specialist competence, consistency, reliability, 
innovative solutions and technologies ensure effective work processes – and thus also 
the competitiveness and business success of its partners. 

Over 60 years of future.

The start of a never-ending success story.

The world is changing.
Take advantage of it!
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Innovative products from a single source

Highlights_MADE BY WANZL

IN-HOUSE CASTOR PRODUCTION IN-HOUSE CAD DEVELOPMENT

 Wanzl sets the standards for production: in all production processes, Wanzl’s quality 
policy results in products with the best materials, first-class workmanship and well-
finished surfaces. This ensures long-term maintenance-free use and investment security.

 Wanzl sets the standards for quality: particularly with regard to smooth rolling: the 
castors are mounted on two maintenance-free ball bearings, have abrasion-proof treads 
and feature steering forks with ball bearings. As a result, our transport trolleys are quiet, 
smooth-running and easy to steer.

 Wanzl sets the standards for innovation: from practical experience – for practical use: 
using cutting-edge production and design technology, we create innovative, forward-
looking products and constantly set new standards for handling and effectiveness. In this 
way we streamline your processes, guaranteeing you have the best possible facilities in 
the future, too.

Production

Quality

Innovation
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ASSEMBLY: by trained specialists REPAIR: fast response timesMAINTENANCE: exactly the way you want it

 For decades, Wanzl has provided global bestsellers with its shopping trolleys that are 
geared towards the toughest demands of daily use. We measure our service by the same 
yardstick: whether it is a complete service or our basic offers such as maintenance, repair, 
cleaning and genuine spare parts, Wanzl’s service is always tailored to the individual and 
of the highest standard. This is a global pledge from the largest international manufacturer 
of and service provider for shopping trolleys, resulting in Wanzl shopping trolleys providing 
a perfect cost-benefit ratio throughout the duration of their service life. After all, only the 
interplay of optimum quality and personalised service can guarantee pole position over 
the competition whilst simultaneously minimising the total cost of ownership. Keep things 
rolling: the attractive complete service packages from Wanzl as well as selected individual 
services provide the coverage required to keep your transport trolleys on the move.

  Wanzl hotline available to you 24 hours a day and for virtually every situation. You can 
contact our hotline during normal business hours. If attempts to resolve the fault over the 
telephone are unsuccessful, a member of our service team will immediately come out to your 
premises. There is also a service support point in close proximity to you.

Service, at any time and in any location

Assembly, maintenance and repair by experts

Your direct line to us: www.wanzl.com

www.wanzl.com
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Ideal for a wide variety of transport tasks in speciality shops

01.01 Transport trolley MUC® 200

› Sturdy and elegant all-rounder

› Variety of design options

› Suitable for a wide range of sectors – including DIY stores

MUC® 200
Transport trolley with optional 
5th wheel and Wanzl-Box Solid
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3

1

1 WANZL-BOX SOLID COIN DEPOSIT 
SYSTEM (OPTIONAL)
Proven system with coin slide.

2 BASKET
With integrated child seat on request 
(26 litres). Alternatively: sliding basket 
(28 litres/48 litres when pulled out)
with integrated child seat on request.

3 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS
Quiet and smooth-running thanks to ball 
bearings and rubber tread.

4 5TH CASTOR (OPTIONAL)
With the optional 5th wheel the trolley 
has excellent directional stability and is 
easy to steer. 

5 WIRE PLATFORM 
With double edging wire and plastic 
bumper rails at the front and back.

4 5

2

01.01 Transport trolley MUC® 200

 It was beverage retailers who first discovered the benefits of the Multi-Cart 
200 series for loading and transporting shopping. Nowadays, these transport 
trolleys, with their specialist accessories and various design options are just as 
popular in specialist shops with hi-fi equipment, TVs and computers as they are 
in stores selling car accessories or products for children.

Low space requirement, 
can be nested for storage 
of the trolleys.

Compact

Sturdy oval pipe construction with round tubular handle 
and plastic handle protection caps. Narrow-meshed 
basket and non-slip wire platform.

Standard design

Wire platform (standard), 
wooden platform and 
wooden platform with 
chequered rubber surface.

3 platforms

Finish: high-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked-on plastic paint protection.
Castors: original Wanzl swivel castors, castor wheel 
Ø 125 mm, rubber tread, with plastic deflector rings at 
rear as standard.
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Specially designed for garden centres and DIY stores

01.02 Transport trolley MUC® 300

› Easy to load 

› Effortless to transport

› High level of Comfort

MUC® 300
Transport trolley with Wanzl-Box 
Classic accessory
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3

1
1 WANZL-BOX CLASSIC (OPTIONAL)
Proven system with coin slide.

2 FOLDING BASKET 
Also available with integrated child 
seat in the rigid version (34 litres). 
Alternatively: long basket (46 litres).

3 SMALL ITEM BASKET 
Even with the basket folded up, the 
integrated small item basket can be 
used for shopping.

4 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS 
Quiet and smooth-running thanks to ball 
bearings and rubber tread. 

5 WIRE PLATFORM 
With double edging wire and plastic 
bumper rails at the front and back.

5

2

01.02 Transport trolley MUC® 300

 Whatever large and bulky items need to be moved around DIY stores and garden centres, 
with the practical and family-friendly Multi-Cart 300 series, customers are equipped to take 
on any task. With its folding basket and other handy details, the MUC® 300 series is a perfect 
match for your range of goods and convenience requirements.

Trolleys can be nested to save space with baskets 
folded up or horizontal.

Storage

Sturdy oval pipe construction with round tubular handle 
and plastic handle protection caps. Folding basket with 
swivel bearings and plastic noise absorbers, narrow-
meshed small item basket and non-slip wire platform.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked-on plastic paint protection.
Castors: original Wanzl swivel castors, castor wheel 
Ø 125 mm, rubber tread, with plastic deflector rings at 
rear as standard.

4
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C+C markets and larger speciality stores trust it

01.03 Transport trolley MUC® 400

› Largest platform in the MUC® series 

› Optimum nesting

› Easy and safe steering

MUC® 400
Transport trolley with  
Wanzl-Box Classic accessory
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Low space 
requirement, can be 
nested for storage of 
the trolleys.

Compact

1
1 WANZL-BOX CLASSIC (OPTIONAL)
Proven system with coin slide.

2 BASKET
With integrated child seat on request 
(48 litres). Alternatively: sliding basket 
(46 litres/82 litres when pulled out) with 
integrated child seat on request.

3 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS
Quiet and smooth-running thanks to ball 
bearings and rubber tread.

4 WIRE PLATFORM 
With fitted edging wire to prevent 
slipping.

2

01.03 Transport trolley MUC® 400

 The large platform, spacious basket and intelligent detailed solutions make 
the Multi-Cart 400 series stand out from the crowd. Cash and carry stores and 
large specialist stores rely on the sophisticated engineering and well-rounded 
concept, which make the transport trolleys easy to load, convenient to use and 
reliable to steer, even with heavy loads.

Sturdy oval pipe construction with noise attenuating 
plastic profiles, round tubular handle and plastic handle 
protection caps. Narrow-meshed basket and non-slip wire 
platform.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked-on plastic paint protection.
Castors: original Wanzl swivel castors, castor wheel 
Ø 125 mm, rubber tread, with plastic deflector rings at 
rear as standard.

3

4

 Smooth nesting

The pressure spring under the 
platform raises the platform 
and ensures simple and quiet 
nesting.
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The strong solution for large load volumes

01.04 Transport trolley MUC® 950

› Large load volumes

› Slim design for narrow aisles

› Small item basket for extra purchases

MUC® 950
Transport trolley with optional 
foot lever brake, 5th wheel 
and Promobox® Plus
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The load-carrying expert

The generous platform with anti-
slip protection means that up to 
9 drinks crates can be transported 
safely and comfortably.

Slim design

Thanks to its slim design, the 
MUC® 950 is perfectly suited to 
stores with limited space and 
narrow aisles. 

1
1 PROMOBOX® PLUS (OPTIONAL)
Ergonomic shopping trolley handle 
with generous advertising space, 
clipboard and magnifier. Optional coin 
deposit system to ensure orderly 
trolley provision. 

Pat. pend. / design pend.

2 SMALL ITEM BASKET
Ideal for “last minute” purchases and 
loose goods – the small item basket 
at the rear.

3 FOOT LEVER BRAKE
(OPTIONAL) reliably prevents the 
trolley from rolling away and causing 
damage to vehicles.

4 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS
Quiet and smooth-running thanks to ball 
bearings and rubber tread. 

5 WIRE PLATFORM 
Up to 3x3 drinks crates can fit on the 
generous wire platform. The fitted 
edging wire prevents the loads from 
slipping.

2

01.04 Transport trolley MUC® 950

 Relaxed shopping on large trips with the MUC® 950 – a pleasant experience. 
From the MUC® 200, this trolley has evolved into a specialist at beverage retailers. 
The platform is designed to meet these exact requirements.

Sturdy oval pipe construction with noise attenuating 
plastic profiles, round tubular handle and plastic handle 
protection caps. Narrow-meshed small item basket at 
the rear, non-slip wire platform with skids at the front.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked-on plastic paint protection.
Castors: original Wanzl swivel castors, castor wheel 
Ø 125 mm, rubber tread, with plastic deflector rings at 
rear as standard.

3

54



Wanzl-Box Solid 01.94045.01 01.94060.01

MUC® 200

For travelators: 4 Wanzl travelator castors, ø 125 mm

Wanzl-Box Classic 01.75020.01 01.75020.01

Wanzl Sidebox® 01.20092.01 01.20092.01

Coin deposit systems

Wanzl coin deposit systems for Promobox® Plus 01.61065.00 01.61070.00

Wanzl coin deposit systems for Promobox® Plus with magnifier 01.81065.00 –

2 swivel castors at rear, 2 fixed castors at front, Ø 125 mm 60.28929.00 60.28929.00

5th castor, rubber tread, Ø 100 mm 60.40759.51 60.40759.51

On request, depending on the travelator On request, depending on the travelator

Sliding basket with child seat (28-48 litres) 00.02395.51 –

Sliding basket (28-48 litres) 00.89287.51 –

Long basket (46 litres) – 00.35961.51

Basket with child seat (26 litres) 00.08059.51 –

4 swivel castors with 1 brake 60.41698.00 –

Slat support – 00.96960.51

Flagpole, unprinted flag 05.96345.51 05.96345.51

Reading magnifier 77.00285.95 77.00285.95

Promobox Plus with magnifying glass 01.81100.00 –

“Trend” baby seat 05.25087.51 –

Writing board 05.58422.95 05.76045.95

Promobox Plus 01.61130.00 01.61130.00

Advertising handle 01.41358.00 01.41358.00

Alternatively: castor wheels

Alternatively: basket

Wooden platform 00.22819.51 00.22819.51

For travelators: wire platform with anti-slip protection 00.40453.51 00.40758.51

With foot lever brake 00.00484.51 00.09180.51

Length x width x height (mm)
High-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with baked-on plastic paint protection

Platform length x width (mm) 

4 swivel castors, castor Ø (mm)
Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)

Basket volume (litres)

Alternatively: chassis

1020 x 600 x 1020
05.06115.51

850 x 440

125
24 / 250
250

13300
3300

26

1020 x 600 x 1020
05.21189.51

850 x 440

125
23.5 / 250
275

14500
3500

34

Prod.No. Prod.No.

Alternatively: platforms

For travelators: wooden platform with chequered rubber surface 00.40761.51 00.40761.51
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01.01– 01.04 MUC® series ordering section
MUC® series MUC® 300
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Wanzl-Box Solid – –

Wanzl-Box Classic 01.75035.01 –

Wanzl Sidebox® 01.20095.01 –

Coin deposit systems

Wanzl coin deposit systems for Promobox® Plus 01.61080.00 01.80344.00

Wanzl coin deposit systems for Promobox® Plus with magnifier 01.81080.00 On request

2 swivel castors at rear, 2 fixed castors at front, Ø 125 mm 60.42488.00 –

5th castor, rubber tread, Ø 100 mm 60.00232.51 60.25205.51

For travelators: 4 Wanzl travelator castors, ø 125 mm On request, depending on the travelator On request, depending on the travelator

Sliding basket with child seat (46-82 litres) 00.40286.51- –

Sliding basket (46-82 litres) 00.40443.51 –

Small item basket (15 litres) – Standard

Basket with child seat (48 litres) 00.40365.51 –

4 swivel castors with 1 brake 60.44974.00 60.41697.00

Slat support – –

Flagpole, unprinted flag 05.99783.51 –

Reading magnifier 77.00285.00 77.00285.00

Promobox Plus with magnifying glass 01.81100.00 01.81130.00

“Trend” baby seat 05.24748.51 –

Writing board 05.54354.95 –

Promobox Plus 01.61130.00 01.61130.00

Advertising handle 01.28024.00 01.41358.00

Alternatively: castor wheels

Alternatively: basket

Wooden platform 00.97677.51 77.93959.51

For travelators: wire platform with anti-slip guards 00.40287.51 77.76444.51

With foot lever brake 00.99852.51 77.03443.51

Length x width x height (mm)
High-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with baked-on plastic paint protection

Platform length x width (mm) 

4 swivel castors, castor Ø (mm)
Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)

Basket volume (litres)

Alternatively: chassis

1235 x 650 x 1020
05.52138.51

1050 x 520

125
30 / 250
350

18600
4400

48

1300 x 600 x 1000
05.43800.51

1050 x 460

125
21.5 / 250
320

16900
4200

15

Prod.No. Prod.No.

Alternatively: platforms

For travelators: wooden platform with chequered rubber surface 77.75389.51 77.71188.51
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01.01– 01.04 MUC® series ordering section

MUC® series MUC® 400 MUC® 950
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The small assistant for a wide range of areas

01.05 Transport trolley T25

› For all types of transport tasks

› Excellent manoeuvrability

› Robust design – excellent quality

T25
Transport trolleys 
with Wanzl-Box Solid accessory
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3

1

1 WANZL-BOX SOLID (OPTIONAL)
Proven system with coin slide.

2 SMALL ITEM BASKET
Ideal for “last minute” purchases and 
loose goods (15 litres). 

3 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS
Quiet and smooth-running thanks to ball 
bearings and rubber tread.

4 CHASSIS
Frame and bars made of oval tubing. 
Plastic profiles reduce noise.

5 WIRE PLATFORM
All-round edging wire prevents the 
goods from slipping. The plastic bumper 
rail protects the trolley and fixtures. 
Alternatively: wooden platform.

4 5

2

01.05 Transport trolley T25

  This model is a sought-after all-rounder and is used by our our retail partners  
in many different areas – for shopping at beverage retailers and other speciality 
departments. Also tried and tested as a transporter in warehousing and production. 
It performs its tasks everywhere in a totally exemplary way.

Can be nested to save space. Rack made of oval pipes 
with noise attenuating plastic profiles. Round tube handle 
with countersunk screw connection. Non-slip wire 
platform with double edging wire. Narrow-meshed wire 
basket.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and 
transparent plastic powder coating. 
Castor wheels: original Wanzl swivel castors, castor wheel 
Ø 125 mm, rubber tread, with plastic deflector rings at rear 
as standard.

The platform of one trolley 
slides quietly over the 
plastic bumper rail of 
another.

 Low space requirement

The robustness of the material 
and the workmanship are out-
standing: frame and bars made 
of oval tubing.

Material and engineering
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Equipped to meet the needs of your customers

01.06 Transport trolley T26B

› For all types of transport tasks

› Smooth-running castors for excellent manoeuvrability

› Robust design – excellent quality

T26B
Transport trolleys
optionally with wooden platform
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3

1

1 HANDLE
Handle holder for comfortable pushing 
and steering. Handle with custom 
screen-printed advertising insert in non-
fade colours available on request.

2 BASKET
Narrow-meshed and robust (30 litres).

3 WANZL BONDED-ON CASTORS
Castor wheels Ø 160 mm, rubber tread. 
2 fixed castors/2 swivel castors as 
standard.

4 WOODEN PLATFORM (OPTIONAL)
Multi-layer panel with frost-resistant 
and water-resistant seal and non-slip 
screen embossing. All-round protection 
frame made of square tube.

4

2

01.06 Transport trolley T26B

 Day-to-day life in retail is hard. And customers are demanding. You can respond 
best to both challenges with robust and durable transporters that are easy to move, 
even when fully loaded. This is what our retail partners value in Wanzl technology.

Rack made of flat rolled steel tubing. Handle with plastic 
handle holders. Non-slip wire platform thanks to fitted 
edging wire. Plastic elements on the frame and platform 
to reduce noise. Shopping basket, protected by oval pipe 
frame.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and 
transparent plastic powder coating.
Castor wheels: original Wanzl bonded-on castors, 2 fixed 
castors and 2 swivel castors, castor Ø 160 mm, rubber 
tread, with plastic deflector rings at rear as standard.

Chassis with extremely 
sturdy single-part frame 
construction and full 
welding. Design to take 
heavy loading.

Track-proven technology

Thanks to pressure springs 
under the platform, the 
trolleys can be nested 
quietly and gently to save 
space.

Pressure spring
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The strong solution for large shopping trips

01.07 Transport trolley T31B

› Large load capacity

› Robust construction for high loads

› Easy loading thanks to the raised loading platform

T31B
Transport trolley with optional 
writing board, 5th wheel, safety 
bars and Wanzl Sidebox®
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4

1

1 WANZL SIDEBOX® (OPTIONAL)
Excellent integration. Ergonomically 
designed high-quality plastic casing with 
coin deposit via coin slot. Chain with 
stainless steel key.

Pat. pend. / design pend.

2 WRITING BOARD (OPTIONAL)
DIN A4, portrait. Made of plastic, with 
clamping strip and anti-slip protection.

3 BASKET
Narrow-meshed and robust (32 litres).

4 WANZL BONDED-ON CASTORS
Castor wheels Ø 160 mm, rubber tread. 
2 fixed castors/2 swivel castors as 
standard. Illustration shows 4 swivel 
castors and 5th wheel. 

5 5TH CASTOR (OPTIONAL)
Easy steering and rotation. No 
drifting to the side on inclines 
(EP 0 352 647 B1) when equipped 
with 4 swivel castors.

6 WIRE PLATFORM
All-round edging wire prevents the 
goods from slipping. 
Alternatively: wooden platform.

5 6

3

01.07 Transport trolley T31B

 The load master - robust design. Best equipped for use in day-to-day 
retail. For high load capacity and transport volumes yet easy to push.

Particularly quiet and 
gentle nesting thanks 
to pressure springs.

Compact

Rack made of flat rolled steel tubing. Handle with plastic 
handle holders. Non-slip wire platform. Plastic elements 
on the frame and wire platform to reduce noise. Shopping 
basket, protected by oval pipe frame.

Standard design

Wooden platforms or wooden 
platforms with chequered 
 rubber surface. Chequered rub-
ber surface prevents the goods 
from slipping.

Platforms (alternative)

Finish: high-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and 
transparent plastic powder coating.
Castor wheels: original Wanzl bonded-on castors, 2 fixed 
castors and 2 swivel castors, castor Ø 160 mm, rubber 
tread, with plastic deflector rings at rear as standard.

2
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Practical assistance for cash and carry stores

01.08 Transport trolley T40

› Large platform – high level of comfort

› For heavy loads and large quantities of goods

› For increased turnover

T40
Transport trolley with 
optional sliding basket 
and Wanzl Sidebox®
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3

1

1 WANZL SIDEBOX® (OPTIONAL)
With coin deposit via coin slot. Chain with 
stainless steel key.
Pat. pend. / design pend.

2 SLIDING BASKET (OPTIONAL)
Narrow-meshed and robust (70 litres/ 
108 litres when pulled out).

3 WANZL BONDED-ON CASTORS
For high load capacity, greater directional 
stability and smooth running. Castor 
Ø 200 mm, rubber tread, with plastic 
deflector rings at rear.

4 5TH CASTOR
Easy steering and rotation. No drifting to 
the side on inclines.
Pat. pend.

5 WIRE PLATFORM
Reinforced with upright flat plates and anti-
slip protection. 
Alternatively: wooden platform.4 5

2

01.08 Transport trolley T40

 The universal transporter with one of the largest platforms – for heavy 
loads and large quantities of goods. Fitted with wire or wooden platform. 
One important convenient feature is the fifth castor wheel, which allows 
you to steer the T40 easily and turn it on the spot. This makes the trolley 
run in a stable, straight line regardless of its load.

Extremely sturdy frame 
construction for high loads 
over long periods. Cushioning 
plastic profiles for quiet 
operation.

Rack made of oval pipes with safety bars. Handle with plastic 
handle holders. Wire platform, reinforced with upright flat 
plates and all-round protection frame made of profiled tubing. 
Plastic elements and profiles for noise reduction. Narrow-
meshed shopping basket, protected by oval pipe frame.

Standard design

Always in sight: the handle 
with customised advertising 
insert, screen-printing below 
transparent plastic 
sheathing.

Advertising(optional)

Finish: high-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and 
transparent plastic powder coating.
Castor wheels: Wanzl bonded-on swivel castors, castor 
Ø 200 mm, rubber tread. 5th Castor, bonded-on, castor 
Ø 125 mm.

High loading capacity



Prod.No.Prod.No.

Imprint on flag On request On request

60.79213.004 swivel castors, bonded-on rubber tread. Standard

Wanzl Sidebox®

1 brake with 4 swivel castors 60.35482.00 60.30963.00

Writing board, DIN A4, plastic with clipboard 05.58422.95 05.57405.95

Advertising handle 01.05424.00 01.41358.00

2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel castors at rear, bonded-on 
tread, Ø 200 mm – –

5th Castor, rubber tread 60.99824.52 60.37403.52

For travelators: 4 Wanzl travelator castors On request, depending on the travelator On request, depending on the travelator

01.20100.01 01.20100.01

Flagpole, unprinted flag 05.23279.52 –

Alternatively: castor wheels

Coin deposit systems

Alternatively: basket

Sliding basket – –

For travelators: wooden platform with chequered rubber 
surface 00.99996.52 –

Wooden platform 00.91057.52 00.27461.52

For travelators: wire platform with anti-slip protection 00.64922.52 –

Alternatively: platforms

Length x width x height (mm)
High-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and with transparent plastic powder coating

Platform length x width (mm) 

Castor wheel Ø (mm)
Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)

Basket volume (litres)

1060 x 550 x 975
05.18570.52

830 x 435

125
15 / 250
295

15500
3700

15

1160 x 680 x 975
05.23914.52

940 x 540

160
33 / 500
325

17100
4100

30
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01.05 – 01.08 T series ordering section
T series T25 T26B

550

830

1060

510

234 221

975

435
940

395

1160

600

975

680

Accessories

 



Imprint on flag – On request

Advertising handle 01.62439.00 01.56126.00

4 swivel castors, bonded-on rubber tread. 60.79213.00 As standard with 5th wheel

1 brake with 4 swivel castors 60.30963.00 60.15482.00

Writing board, DIN A4, plastic with clipboard 05.57405.95 05.00860.95

2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel castors at rear, bonded-on 
tread, Ø 200 mm 60.49947.00 –

5th Castor, rubber tread, Ø 125 mm 60.00791.52 Standard

For travelators: 4 original Wanzl travelator castors, type 5, 
Ø 160 mm 60.04181.00 –

Wanzl Sidebox® 01.20095.01 01.20090.01

Flagpole, unprinted flag – 05.40341.52

Alternatively: castor wheels

Coin deposit systems

Sliding basket – 00.93327.52

Alternatively: basket

Wooden platform with chequered rubber surface – 00.15757.52

Wooden platform 00.91119.52 00.15418.52

For travelators: wire platform with anti-slip protection 00.82280.52 –

Alternatively: platforms

Length x width x height (mm)
High-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and with transparent plastic powder coating

Platform length x width (mm) 

Castor wheel Ø (mm)
Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)

Basket volume (litres)

1420 x 780 x 970
05.21685.52

1180 x 650

160
41 / 500
330

17600
4400

32

1920 x 850 x 1080
05.26834.52

1600 x 700

200
56 / 500
550

28900
6900

70

Prod.No. Prod.No.
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01.05 – 01.08 T series ordering section

T series T31B T40

Accessories

1180

395

1420

720

970

780

 

1600

490

1920

780

108
0

850
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With folding wire shelf

01.09 Transport trolley T21

› Excellent quality and robust design

› Can be nested to save space

› Hinged wire shelf that can be folded against rear panel.

T21

Space requirement in row
Per transporter 320 mm
10 transporters 3890 mm

Can be nested to  
save space

Wire shelf can be folded 
against rear panel in order 
to transport higher goods.

Practical
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3

1

1 PUSH BAR
Made of round pipe.

2 WIRE SHELF
Can be folded against rear panel. 
Easy to operate. 

3 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS
4 swivel castors, rubber tread.

4 WIRE PLATFORMS 
Platforms made of wire grate, non-slip. 
Wire shelf at top with double edging 
wire.

4

01.09 Transport trolley T21

 Practical companion for order picking. Suitable shopping trolleys 
for specialist stores with large areas, primarily for boxed goods.

Chassis made of flat oval tubing. Push bar made of round 
pipe. Sturdy wire platform. Wire shelf can be folded up, 
with double edging wire. Plastic profiles for noise 
reduction and gentle nesting.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and 
transparent plastic powder coating.
Castor wheels: 4 swivel castors, castor Ø 125 mm, rubber 
tread. With plastic deflector rings at rear as standard.

2

Accessories
Set of swivel castors with brakes
Wanzl Sidebox® coin deposit system
Uniloc coin deposit system

 
60.45087.00
01.20100.01
01.80026.01

Prod.No.

Castor wheel Ø (mm)

Basic model
Length x width x height (mm)
Platform length x width (mm)

Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)

05.37968.52
880 x 550 x 925/1095
780 x 450
125
22 / 250
300
3600
15600

T21
880

720 550

925

218
767
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Popular all-rounder

01.10 Transport trolley T24

› Narrow-meshed basket, can be folded against rear panel if necessary

› High level of comfort – excellent quality

› Ideal for stores with office supplies, garden centres and DIY stores

T24

Can be nested  
with basket horizontal 
or folded.

Compact

Basket can be folded 
against rear panel in an 
instant in order to 
transport higher goods.

Easy transport
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T24
Accessories
Advertising handle
Writing board
Brake
Wanzl-Box Classic coin deposit system

 
01.12662.00
05.28190.95
60.38200.00
01.75030.01

Prod.No.

Castor Ø (mm) / basket volume (litres)

Basic model
Length x width x height (mm)
Platform length x width (mm)

Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)

05.62 610.51
900 x 590 x 1050
745 x 460
125 / 50
28 / 250
280
3500
14700

01.10 Transport trolley T24

 This model is used for shopping in a variety of sectors. 
For many years, the T 24 has been especially successful in 
DIY stores and garden centres.

3

1

1 ROUND TUBE HANDLE
With advertising insert and plastic 
sheathing.

2 BASKET
Narrow-meshed, can be folded against 
rear panel. Easy to operate. 

3 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS
4 swivel castor wheels, rubber tread.

4 WIRE PLATFORM 
Platform made of wire grate, non-slip 
thanks to welded edging wire.

4

Robust chassis made of wire. Round tube handle with 
plastic handle protection caps. inclined wire platform for 
easy nesting. Narrow-meshed basket, can be folded 
against rear panel if necessary, low-noise storage.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked-on plastic paint protection.
Castor wheels: original Wanzl swivel castors, castor 
Ø 125 mm, rubber tread, with plastic shock-absorbing 
deflector rings at rear in anthracite grey RAL 7016.

2

900

800

105
0

590

240
915
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A small aid with a non-slip wooden platform

01.11 Transport trolley T2

› Wooden platform, water-resistant seal

› 2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel castors at rear

› Solid version, can be used everywhere

T2

Quiet and smooth-
running thanks to ball 
bearings and rubber 
tread.

Bonded-on castors

Frost-resistant and water-
resistant sealed multi-layer 
panel with non-slip screen 
embossing, all-round round 
tube frame.

Wooden platform
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2

1

1 PUSH BAR AND FRAME
Made of round pipe.

2 WANZL BONDED-ON CASTORS
2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel 
castors at rear.

3 WOODEN PLATFORM 
Multi-layer panel with frost-resistant 
and water-resistant seal and non-slip 
screen embossing.

3

01.11 Transport trolley T2

 Ideal assistant for the internal transport of goods.

Round-tube chassis and pushing handle, wooden platform 
with waterproof sealing. Cannot be nested!

Standard design

Finish: plastic powder-coated, anthracite grey.
Castor wheels:  original Wanzl bonded-on castors, 2 fixed 
castors at the front, 2 swivel castors at the rear, castor 
Ø 125 mm. 

Accessories
Writing board
Brake

 
05.76040.95
60.19668.00

Prod.No.

Castor wheel Ø (mm)

Plastic powder coating
Length x width x height (mm)
Platform length x width (mm)

Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)

05.03910.76
980 x 560 x 950
860 x 440
125
20 / 400
–
–
–

445

980

185

500

940830

T2
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Compact and manoeuvrable transport trolley for all applications

01.12 Transport trolley W71E

› Can be folded for storage and transport

› Wire grate platform

› 4 swivel castors

W71E

Quiet and smooth-
running thanks to ball 
bearings and rubber 
tread.

Swivel castors

Self-locking and easy-to-
use folding mechanism.

Folding
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3

1

1 PUSH BAR
Made of round pipe.

2 FOLDING MECHANISM
Easy-to-use folding mechanism, self-
locking.

3 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS
4 swivel castors, rubber tread.

4 WIRE PLATFORM 
Wire grate platform. Non-slip thanks to 
double edging wire.

4

2

01.12 Transport trolley W71E

 Can be folded for storage and transport. Low space requirement in the car and 
transporter, always available on-site. Requires little storage space in the office and 
warehouse – can be used quickly anywhere for small transport tasks.

Wire grate platform, push bar made from round tubing. 
Easy-to-use folding mechanism, self-locking. Cannot be 
nested.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.
Castor wheels: 4 swivel castors, castor Ø 100 mm, rubber 
tread.

Accessories
2 fixed castors, 4 swivel castors
Adhesive label on panel sheet

 
60.34466.00
On request

Prod.No.

Castor wheel Ø (mm)

High-gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated
Length x width x height (mm)
Platform length x width (mm)

Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)

05.21 996.50
750 x 450 x 875
650 x 440
100
10.5 / 100
–
–
–

W71E

420

750

155

440

875

675
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02 Product overview

05 PANEL TRANSPORTER L04 PANEL TRANSPORTER S

02.01 – 02.03 The specialist SP series special transporters

02.04 – 02.05 Panel transporters

02.06 – 02.07 Special transporters for specific requirements

03 SP2 M
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02 Special transporters
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Transport loads easily and conveniently

02.01 Special transporters SP2, SP3, SP4

› Custom trolley design

› Customer-friendly use

› For compact storage

SP2 
Special transport trolley with optional Wanzl 
bonded-on castors, castor Ø 125 mm and 
Wanzl Sidebox®
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SP2

1 ERGONOMIC HANDLE 
The new-look plastic handles have been 
ergonomically enhanced and feature 
a sloping area that allows fatigue-free 
positioning of the wrists.

2 SIDEBOX® COIN DEPOSIT 
SYSTEM (OPTIONAL)
With user-friendly coin slots. Very slim 
and fitted on the side of the handle 
bar in an ergonomically suitable 
position.
Pat. pend. / design pend.

3 ORIGINAL WANZL CASTOR 
WHEELS
2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel 
castors at rear, castor Ø 125 mm, 
rubber tread as standard. 
Optional: Wanzl bonded-on castors, 
castor Ø 125 mm or 160 mm and 5th 
wheel with 4 swivel castors Ø 160 mm.

4 WOODEN PLATFORM
Sturdy platform with non-slip screen 
embossing. The veneer plywood is 
bonded to ensure resistance to frost. 
Alternatively: wooden platform with 
chequered rubber surface.

5 PLATFORM BARS
Secure transport with the additional 
bars on the platform. 

02.01 Special transporters SP2, SP3, SP4

  DIY stores – including those with gardening departments – use SP special 
transporters wherever bulky goods and heavy components need to be transported 
conveniently and without great energy input. Whether it be doors or kitchen units, bath 
tubs or garden furniture – all loads can be transported easily and comfortably. With its 
robust construction, this all-rounder meets all your transporting needs.

Frame made of flat oval pipes with plastic bumper profile 
at the front. Bars made of round tubing with inter-
changeable handles made of shatter-proof plastic. 
Wooden platform: bonded to ensure resistance to frost 
and water, all-round protective frame made of square tube.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked-on plastic paint protection.
Castors: 2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel castors at rear, 
castor Ø 125 mm, rubber tread.

Cushion roller and rubber 
absorber between wooden 
platform and frame to 
protect the device and 
reduce noise.

Quiet

Low loading edge for quick and 
easy loading and unloading. 
Optimised bar inclination for 
plenty of leg room.

Easy to use

SP3

SP4

1

2

4

1

2

4

1

2

4

5

5

3

3

3

5
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For shopping in DIY stores 

02.02 Special transporter SP5

› For particularly heavy loads and large quantities of goods

› Raised platform for easy loading and unloading.

› High level of comfort

SP5
Special transport trolley with Wanzl 
Sidebox® accessory.
Illustration shows optional equipment
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3

1

1 ERGONOMIC HANDLE 
The new-look plastic handles have been 
ergonomically enhanced and feature 
a sloping area that allows fatigue-free 
positioning of the wrists.

2 SIDEBOX® COIN DEPOSIT SYSTEM 
(OPTIONAL)
With user-friendly coin slots. Very slim 
and fitted on the side of the handle bar 
in an ergonomically suitable position. 
Pat. pend. / design pend. 

3 BONDED-ON CASTORS
2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel castors 
at rear, castor Ø 160 mm, bonded-on 
rubber tread.

4 BARS
Secure transportation with the additional 
bars. 2 bars on the side of the platform 
and 1 folding bar in the centre.

5 WOODEN PLATFORM
Raised platform for easy loading 
and unloading with non-slip screen 
embossing. The veneer plywood is 
bonded to ensure resistance to frost.

5

2

02.02 Special transporter SP5

  Sturdy and manoeuvrable models for shopping in DIY stores. 
Perfectly suited to the diverse product range. Available on request with 
well thought-out additional equipment that your customers will 
appreciate.

Frame made of flat oval pipes with plastic bumper profile 
at the front. Bars made of round tubing with 
interchangeable handles made of shatter-proof plastic. 
Wooden platform edged with a protective frame of square 
tubing.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and transparent 
plastic powder coating
Castor wheels: 2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel castors at 
rear, castor Ø 160 mm, bonded-on rubber tread.

Robust platform, resistant 
to water and frost. 
Chequered rubber surface 
available on request, required 
on trolleys for travelators.

Platforms

Cushion roller and rubber 
absorber between wooden 
platform and frame to 
protect the device and 
reduce noise.

Quiet

4
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 The all-purpose transporter for furniture, accessories and decorative items.

02.03 Special transporter SP2 M

› Convenient transport when buying furniture.

› Excellent manoeuvrability – minimum force

› For heavy loads and careful transport

SP2 M
Special transporter
with Wanzl Sidebox® accessory 
and original Wanzl castors
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3

1

1 ERGONOMIC HANDLE 
The new-look plastic handles have been 
ergonomically enhanced and feature 
a sloping area that allows fatigue-free 
positioning of the wrists.

2 SIDEBOX® COIN DEPOSIT 
SYSTEM (OPTIONAL)
With user-friendly coin slots. Very slim 
and fitted on the side of the handle 
bar in an ergonomically suitable 
position.

Pat. pend. / design pend. 

3 WANZL SWIVEL CASTORS
4 swivel castors, rubber made of 
polyurethane, with deflector rings at 
rear to protect trolley and fittings.

4 WIRE PLATFORM
Flat, with all-round double wire and 
skids at the front for effortless nesting.

4

2

02.03 Special transporter SP2 M

 Buying take-home furniture saves time and money. This is something that 
customers value. They expect easy-to-load transport equipment that they can 
use to move even the bulkiest bargains from the shelf to the car park with ease. 
Wanzl has the professional solution to ensure your success here.

Frame made of flat oval tubing, round tubing bars with 
interchangeable handles made of shatter-proof plastic. 
Flat wire platform with all-round double wire and skids at 
the front for effortless nesting.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked-on plastic paint protection.
Castors: original Wanzl swivel castors with polyurethane 
tread, castor Ø 125 mm, with deflector rings at rear.

The bumper prevents hand 
injuries. The handle features 
a practical bag hook.

Well thought-out details

Manoeuvrable handles and 
comfortable distance 
between trolley and legs.

Ergonomic
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Standard

00.23181.51

–

–

–

360

18710
4310

125
33 / 250
300

16000
3800

Prod.No.

1060 x 650 x 1100
05.21273.51

950 x 540

–

On request

05.16386.51

60.14577.00

On request*

60.71078.00

01.20100.01

–

–

00.82926.07

Standard

00.23181.51

–

–

–

360

18710
4310

160
33 / 400
300

16000
3800

Prod.No.

1060 x 650 x 1100
05.21274.51

950 x 540

60.15255.51

On request

05.16386.51

–

On request*

60.80004.00

01.20100.01

–

–

00.82926.07

SP4

Standard

00.90950.51

–

–

–

360

18710
4310

300
28 / 400

16000
3800

1060 x 650 x 1100
940 x 540

On request

05.16386.51

01.20100.01

00.82926.07

00.76630.51

00.82926.07

SP series

02.01 – 02.03 SP series ordering section

Coin deposit systems

Wanzl Sidebox®

Wooden platform

Wooden platform with chequered rubber surface

For travelators: wooden platform with chequered rubber 
surface
For travelators: wooden platform with chequered rubber 
surface and 3rd bar

Wooden platform with 3rd bar

Stacking depth per trolley with small item basket with child seat (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys with small item basket with child seat (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys with small item basket with child seat (mm)

2 fixed/2 swivel castors, castor Ø (mm)
Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)

Length x width x height (mm)
High-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with baked-on plastic paint protection

Platform length x width (mm) 

5th Castor, rubber tread, Ø 125 mm

Printing on plastic flag

Flagpole with plastic flag, unprinted

4 original Wanzl swivel castors

For travelators: 4 Wanzl travelator castors, Ø 125 mm/Ø 
160 mm

4 bonded-on swivel castors

Advertising sign, unprinted, without fixing material for 
trolleys with small item basket with child seat

 Small item basket with child seat

 Advertising sign, unprinted, without fixing material

Alternatively: platforms

Alternatively: basket

Alternatively: castor wheels

On request*

Standard

00.90950.51

–

–

–

360

18710
4310

300

125
28 / 250

16000
3800

1060 x 650 x 1100
05.20456.51

940 x 540

–

On request

05.16386.51

60.14577.00

60.71078.00

01.20100.01

00.82926.07

00.76630.51

00.82926.07

Prod.No.

160

05.20458.51

60.15255.51

–

On request*

60.80004.00

Prod.No.

SP2

Standard

00.22437.51

00.22437.51

Standard

–

360

18710
4310

125
31 / 250
300

16000
3800

1060 x 650 x 1100
05.20457.51

940 x 540

–

On request

05.16386.51

60.14577.00

On request*

60.71078.00

01.20100.01

00.82926.07

00.76630.51

00.82926.07

Prod.No.

Standard

00.22437.51

00.22437.51

Standard

–

360

18710
4310

160
31 / 400
300

16000
3800

1060 x 650 x 1100
05.20459.51

940 x 540

60.15255.51

On request

05.16386.51

–

On request*

60.80004.00

01.20100.01

00.82926.07

00.76630.51

00.82926.07

Prod.No.

SP3

(31
5)

980

275

1060

610

650

540

(11
40)

110
0

390 980

(31
5)

275

1060

610

650

560

(11
40)

110
0

390 980

(31
5)

275

1060

610

650

560

(11
40)

110
0

Accessories

* depending on the travelator
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Prod.No.

SP2 M

00.96529.51

00.96145.51

00.96145.51

00.22890.51

00.22919.51

350

18230
4230

125
21 / 200
280

14700
3500

1000 x 710 x 1100
05.50482.51

860 x 590

–

On request

05.16386.51

60.80344.00

On request*

–

01.20100.01

00.82926.07

00.76630.51

00.82926.07

SP5

Prod.No.

02.01 – 02.03 SP series ordering section

SP series

Wanzl Sidebox®

Wooden platform

Wooden platform with chequered rubber surface

For travelators: wooden platform with chequered rubber 
surface
For travelators: wooden platform with chequered rubber 
surface and 3rd bar

Wooden platform with 3rd bar

Stacking depth per trolley with small item basket with child seat (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys with small item basket with child seat (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys with small item basket with child seat (mm)

2 fixed/2 swivel castors, castor Ø (mm)
Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)

Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)

Length x width x height (mm)
High-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with baked-on plastic paint protection

Platform length x width (mm) 

5th Castor, rubber tread, Ø 125 mm

Printing on plastic flag

Flagpole with plastic flag, unprinted

4 original Wanzl swivel castors, Ø 125 mm

For travelators: 4 Wanzl travelator castors, Ø 125 mm/Ø 
160 mm

 4 bonded-on swivel castors, Ø 125 mm/Ø 160 mm

Advertising sign, unprinted, without fixing material for 
trolleys with small item basket with child seat

Small item basket with child seat

 Advertising sign, unprinted, without fixing material

Alternatively: platforms

Alternatively: basket

Alternatively: castor wheels

Coin deposit systems

Standard

77.19944.52

77.19944.52

–

00.36624.52

–

–
–

330

160
42 / 400

17500
4300

1320 x 780 x 1140
05.64684.51

1180 x 650

60.07797.52

On request

05.10509.52

–

On request*

60.80004.00

01.20095.01

–

–

00.90605.07

    

Accessories

* depending on the travelator

670

615920

1015 720

220

995

1330

610

1190

440

720

113
0

790

610
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Space requirement in row
Per trolley 260 mm
10 trolleys 3100 mm

Compact

For the convenient 
purchase of small items: 
integrated goods shelf or 
integrated shopping 
basket.

2 variants (optional)

The secondary trolley for transporting panels

02.04 Panel transporter S

› Unique in the world when it comes to compact storage

› For the safe transport of large panels

› TÜV-tested

S PANEL TRANSPORTER
With basket, advertising sign and Wanzl 
Sidebox® accessories pat. pend.
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Advertising sign at side

S panel transporter
Accessories
Goods shelf
Basket
Flagpole with flag, unprinted
Wanzl Sidebox® coin deposit system

 
05.43279.52
05.43166.52
05.43957.52
01.20100.01

Advertising sign at top 05.60456.07
05.60569.07

Prod.No.

Castor wheel Ø (mm)

High-gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated
Plastic powder coating
Length x width x height (mm)

Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)

05.41923.52
05.41923.76
1360 x 680 x 1380
160
27 / 200
260
3100
13500

1190

1030

1360 680

138
0

150
230

650

1160
3

1

4

2

02.04 Panel transporter S

 Exclusively from Wanzl and unique in the world when it comes 
to compact storage in the store. TÜV-tested – for safe transport 
of large panels.

Sturdy tube construction with high bar. Three inclined 
support surfaces with non-slip plastic inserts to protect 
goods. Two retainer bars.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and 
transparent plastic powder coating or coloured plastic 
powder coating.
Castor wheels: Wanzl bonded-on castors, castors 
Ø 160 mm, rubber tread, 2 of which have brakes. 

5

1 TUBE CONSTRUCTION 
Robust design in excellent quality for 
heavy loads.

2 BASKET (OPTIONAL)
For the convenient purchase of small 
items. Alternatively: goods shelf.

3 WANZL BONDED-ON CASTORS
For high load capacity, greater 
directional stability and smooth running. 
4 swivel castors with ball bearings and 
rubber tread, 2 with brakes.

4 STORAGE SPACE
 Inclined, with three support surfaces 
and two retainer bars for the secure 
transport of large panels.

5 SIDEBOX® COIN DEPOSIT 
SYSTEM (OPTIONAL)
With user-friendly coin slots. 
Slim design and mounted in an 
ergonomically suitable position.
Pat. pend. / design pend.

6 ADVERTISING SIGNS (OPTIONAL)
Unprinted, imprint on request. 

6

6

pat. pend.
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Space requirement in row
Per trolley 270 mm
10 trolleys 3300 mm

Compact

Integrated goods shelf for 
the additional purchase of 
small items. Also available 
on request with additional 
basket.

Practical (optional)

For the specialized department in DIY stores

02.05 Panel transporter L

› Can be nested to save space

› Easy and safe manoeuvrability

› TÜV-tested

PANEL TRANSPORTER L
With basket, goods shelf, flagpole 
and Wanzl Sidebox®

Basket

Goods shelf

pat. pend.
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Panel transporter L
Accessories
Goods shelf
Basket
Flagpole with flag, unprinted
Wanzl Sidebox® coin deposit system

 
00.48990.52
00.53510.52
05.09719.52
01.20100.01

Prod.No.

Castor wheel Ø (mm)

High-gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated
Plastic powder coating
Length x width x height (mm)

Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)

05.12204.52
05.12204.76
1695 x 750 x 1020
160
29 / 300
270
3300
14100

3

1

1 FLAGPOLE (OPTIONAL)
Flagpole with flag, unprinted.

2 BASKET AND GOODS SHELF 
(OPTIONAL)
For the convenient purchase of small 
items. Alternatively: available on 
request with an additional integrated 
basket.

3 WANZL BONDED-ON CASTORS
For high load capacity, greater 
directional stability and smooth running. 
4 swivel castors with ball bearings and 
rubber tread, 2 with brakes.

4 STORAGE SPACE
Inclined, with three support surfaces 
and two retainer bars for the secure 
transport of large panels.

5 SIDEBOX® COIN DEPOSIT 
SYSTEM (OPTIONAL)
With user-friendly coin slots. 
Slim design and mounted in an 
ergonomically suitable position.
Pat. pend. / design pend.

4

2

02.05 Panel transporter L

 Not everything can be transported easily. Wanzl panel transporters are perfectly 
tailored solutions that make life easy for customers, turning the transport of any 
loads into child’s play ±be it planks, bars, timber, panels or other bulky goods.

Sturdy tube construction with high load capacity. Three 
inclined support surfaces with non-slip plastic inserts to 
protect goods. Two retainer bars.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised, chrome-plated and 
transparent plastic powder coating or coloured plastic 
powder coating.
Castor wheels: 4 Wanzl bonded-on castors, castors 
Ø 160 mm, rubber tread, 2 of which have brakes. 

5

1695 750

102
0

392205

  

pat. pend.
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Planter D and Planter P
can be nested to save 
space.

Compact Basket GT26 eco

Practical shopping trolley for garden centres, nurseries, etc.

02.06 Planter D + P

› Basin and wire basket can be folded up to allow trolley nesting

› Planter P: moisture and solid from rooted plants is safely captured

› Practical accessory: the removable GT26 eco for smaller items

PLANTER D
with GT26 eco accessory

PLANTER P
with GT26 eco accessory

Magenta RAL 4206

Blue RAL 5212

Green RAL 6218

Orange RAL 2006
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Prod.No.

Castor wheel Ø (mm)

High-gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm)
Volume (litres)

Weight / load capacity (kg)
Nesting depth per trolley (mm)
Space required for 10 trolleys (mm)
Space required for 50 trolleys (mm)

Accessories
GT26 eco shopping basket
Wanzl Sidebox® coin deposit system

Panel transporter S
 

02.55823.07
01.20098.01

Planter D
05.68931.51-V001
1035 x 630 x 970
55 with basket
160
22.6 / 200
400
4700
20900

200

800

2

1

1 ROUND TUBE HANDLE
With advertising insert and plastic 
sheathing.

2 WIRE BASKET OR BASIN
Basket narrow-meshed and robust 
(55 litres). Plastic basin (50 litres).

3 WANZL BONDED-ON CASTORS
2 fixed castors at front, 2 swivel 
castors at rear, castor Ø 160 mm, 
rubber tread. 

4 FOLDING MECHANISM
Easy-to-use folding mechanism.

2

02.06 Planter D + P

 Designed for garden centres and nurseries, the Planter reliably carries out its 
transport tasks. The closed basin ensures that soil, water and other debris are 
safely captured. The robust trolley structure ensures high load capacity for heavy 
loads. 

Robust chassis made of oval tubes with tightly meshed 
wire basket or with plastic basin, can be folded up to 
allow trolley nesting. Plastic profiles to reduce noise. 
Round tube handle with countersunk screw connection.

Standard design

Finish: high-gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked-on plastic paint protection.
Castors: Wanzl bonded-on castors, 2 swivel and 2 fixed 
castors, castor Ø 160 mm, on ball bearings, rubber tread 
with plastic deflector rings.

05.68941.51-V001
1140 x 630 x 970
50 with basin
160
21 / 200
400
4700
20900

Planter P
Planter

4

A B

3

4

C
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Ergonomically optimised 
plastic safety handles ensure 
fatigue-free wrist positioning 
and prevent injuries.

Easy to handle Tyres

The tried-and-tested classics of load transport

02.07 Carry 30 handtrucks

› For all kinds of loading and transport tasks

› Robust and proven steel design 

› Ergonomic and extremely durable 

CARRY 30 HANDTRUCKS
With air-filled tyres (foreground) 
and solid rubber tyres (background)

Wheels with ball bearings, 
with either solid rubber or 
air-filled tyres.
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3

1

1  HANDLE
Ergonomically optimised plastic safety 
handles with hand guard.

2 FLAT OVAL TUBE FRAME
In excellent quality for heavy loads.

3 END CAPS
To protect the castors and transport 
goods. 

4 PLATFORM
Made from chequered steel plate.

5 CASTORS
Optionally with solid rubber or air-filled 
tyres.

2

02.07 Carry 30 handtrucks

 Handtrucks are an extremely popular and diverse transport means 
in the commercial sector. They are used in a number of operational 
loading tasks and deliveries, but also in building conversions.

Flat oval pipe frame and platform made of steel plate. 
Lateral end caps to protect the castors and transport 
goods. Plastic handles and skids.

Standard design

Finish: coloured plastic powder coating.
Castor wheels: 2 wheels with ball bearings, optionally 
with full rubber or air-filled tyres.

54

Carry 30 handtrucks

Coloured plastic powder coating 
Height (mm)
Platform length x width (mm)

Load capacity (kg)
Castor diameter (mm)

05.19 303.76
1310
290 x 230
260
350
15

Prod.No.

Castor diameter (mm)

Coloured plastic powder coating
Height (mm)
Platform length x width (mm)

Load capacity (kg)
Weight (kg)

05.19 316.76
1310
290 x 230
250
350
15

Rubber tyres
Prod.No.
Air-filled tyres

Weight (kg)
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GERMANY 
Wanzl Metallwarenfabrik GmbH
Rudolf-Wanzl-Straße 4
89340 Leipheim

Phone  +49 (0) 82 21 / 7 29-0 
Fax  +49 (0) 82 21 / 7 29-1000

info@wanzl.de 
www.wanzl.com

GREAT BRITAIN 
Wanzl Ltd. 
Europa House
Heathcote Lane
Warwick CV34 6SP

Phone  +44 (0) 1926 / 45 19 51 
Fax  +44 (0) 1926 / 45 19 52

enquiries@wanzl.co.uk
www.wanzl.co.uk

AUSTRALIA 
Wanzl Australia Pty. Ltd.
97 Highbury Road
BURWOOD VIC 3125

Phone  +61 (0) 3 / 98 08 22 99 
Fax  +61 (0) 3 / 98 08 22 66

info@wanzl.com.au
www.wanzl.com.au


